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Abstract. In this paper we present two contributions: a method to
construct simulated document collections suitable for information re-
trieval evaluation as well as an approach of information retrieval using
past queries and based on result combination. Exponential and Zipf dis-
tribution as well as Bradford’s law are applied to construct simulated
document collections suitable for information retrieval evaluation. Ex-
periments comparing a traditional retrieval approach with our approach
based on past queries using past queries show encouraging improvements
using our approach.
1 Introduction
Information retrieval (IR) is finding information (usually text) that satisfies an
information need from within large collections [12]. An information retrieval
system (IRS) represents and stores large amounts of information in order to
facilitate and accelerate determination of information estimated relevant to a
user’s query. A common IRS relies on two main processes: indexing and match-
ing. Indexing intends to construct comparable representations of documents and
queries. Matching intends to estimate the extend to which a given document is
relevant to a query, usually represented via a score. Documents are then returned
to the user in the form of list of results ranked by decreasing score.
IR systems emerged in the late 1940s but improvements really appeared from
the late 1950s. Improvements first concerned indexing, ranking functions, weight-
ing schemes, relevance feedback and then models [17]. IR improvements are
highly related to evaluation of IRS dating back from the late 1950s [5]. The
IR community notably benefited from TREC evaluation campaigns and work-
shops [21]. These have been offering researchers means to measure system effec-
tiveness and compare approaches.
The literature of IR is crammed with different contributions such as index-
ing approaches, matching functions, formal models and relevance feedback ap-
proaches. However, few approaches gain advantage from searches performed in
the past by previous users. Past searches constitute though a useful source of
information for new users for example. For example, a user searching about a
new subject could benefit from past searches led by previous users about the
same subject.
The weak interest of IR in past queries may be understandable because of
the lack of suitable IR collections. Indeed, most of the existing IR collections are
composed of independent queries. These collections are not usable to evaluate
approaches based on past queries since they do not gather similar queries for
which ground thruth relevance judgments are provided. In addition, elaborating
such collections is difficult due to the cost and time needed. An alternative is to
simulate such collections. Simulation in IR dates back to at least the 1980s [10].
In this paper, on the one hand we propose an approach of creating simulated
IR collections dedicated to evaluating IR approaches based on past searches. We
simulated several scenarios under different probability distributions to build the
collection of documents and determine the relevant documents given a query. On
the other hand, we introduce a first approach of information retrieval using past
queries based on result combination. We experimented this approach on differ-
ent simulated IR collections using the aforementioned approach. We evaluated
the effectiveness of our approach and compared it with a traditional retrieval
approach.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, related work on simulation in IR
evaluation and the use of Past Searches in IR is presented. In Sect. 3 we present
our approach to create a simulated IR collection described and the approach of
retrieval based on past queries is presented in Sect. 4. Experiments are detailed
in Sect. 5. Finally, conclusion and future work are presented in Sect. 6.
2 Related Work
2.1 Simulation in IR Evaluation
The use of simulation in IR is not recent, several approaches have been presented
since 1980s. Simulation in IR can be seen as a method where a large collection
of queries together with their judgments can be obtained without user inter-
action [10]. Simulation have been used in different contexts in IR. In [20], an
algorithm was developed with the purpose to simulate relevance judgments of
users. Here, simulated precision is compared with real precision. In [1], queries to
find known-item are simulated. The authors proposed a model to build simulated
topics that are comparable to real topics. Works dedicated to simulate the inter-
action among queries, click log, and preferences of users have been built [6,10].
In addition, today with the exponential growth of the Web, simulation provides
interesting approximations of performance on the Web [2,13].
2.2 Past Searches in IR
Many approaches intending to improve results of queries using past searches
can be found in the literature. A framework dedicated to improve effectiveness
measures such as Average Precision (AP), where a set of documents is assigned
to the best system cluster (i.e. best answer given a query) can be found in [3].
Several approaches in IR use past queries for query expansion. For instance, sim-
ilarity measures are defined in [16] to retrieve past optimal queries that are used
to reformulate new queries or to propose the results of past optimal queries. [11]
proposed to learn from old queries and their retrieved documents to expand
a new submitted query. In [19], historical queries, in particular terms defining
queries, are combined to improve average precision for new queries. In [18], feed-
back information, including clickthrough data and previous queries, are used to
improve retrieval effectiveness. Another approach aiming to improve retrieval
effectiveness is presented in [4]. A new selection technique using past queries
is proposed to estimate utility of available information sources for a given user
query. Here, relevance judgments of past queries were not used.
3 Simulating an Information Retrieval Collection
A usual IR collection is composed of three parts: a set of documents,a set of
queries and a set of relevance judgments per query (i.e. indications on documents
considered relevant or not relevant) [21]. Consequently, our approach aims at
defining by simulation. Our method is split in two steps. The first step concerns
the creation of terms, documents and queries. The second step involves the
simulation of relevance judgments using Bradford’s law.
3.1 Creation of Documents and Queries
In this first step, we use an alphabet in to build a set of terms. Each term is
composed of letters of this alphabet. This set of terms can be split in subsets
called topics in order to represent different subjects. Each letter is chosen using
uniform distribution with the purpose to build a term. Thus, each term is unique.
In addition, each document is defined according to all the topics. In order
to build a document, topics are selected using either the exponential or Zipf
distribution and then terms constituting the document are chosen using uniform
distribution. Thus, a document is constructed with terms from one topic mainly
but not exclusively.
Past queries are built from documents. To built a past query, a document is
chosen under uniform distribution. The terms that constitute the query are cho-
sen from the document under uniform distribution. It is important to emphasize
that the intersection among past queries is empty, that is, they have no terms
in common. New queries are then built from past queries. For each past query a
new query is built, either by changing or adding another term. Thus, the most
similar query for the new query is its corresponding past query.
3.2 Simulating Relevant Judgments
In order to simulate the decision given by a user about if a document is relevant or
not relevant for a given query, we relied on the zeta distribution. Zeta distribution
gives a discrete approximation of Bradford’s law [8]. Bradford’s law says that
among the production of journal papers, there is an heterogeneous number of
papers where most relevant papers are in few journals, while a few number of
relevant papers are spread on a high quantity of journals. In our case, for a given
query, it means that the most relevant documents should be at the top of the
list (most relevant papers are in few journal), while a few relevant documents
should be spread at down of the list document given a query.
In addition, we assume that for two very similar queries q and q′, when a
document is relevant for a query, it could be also relevant for the other query.
In an intuitive way, there is a subset of common relevant documents for both
queries. This does not implies that all relevant documents for query q, are rel-
evant documents for query q′. With the objective to simulate this scenario, we
use zeta distribution as follows. We retrieve documents for queries q′ and q. Zeta
distribution is applied to the set of common documents to the two queries to
determine a subset of common relevant documents to q′ and q. Eventually, zeta
distribution is applied again to retrieved documents of each query q′ and q (other
relevant documents may be added), preserving the relevant common documents
to q and q′. Therefore, the set of relevant documents for q′ differs from the set
of relevant documents for q.
4 Retrieval Using Past Queries
The basic idea behind of our approach is to incorporate to the system every
query with its set of associated documents (query plus its list of documents,
which are part of the answer of this query). Thus, the system has not only the
set of documents but also the queries executed by user (past queries) with the
set of associated documents them. At the beginning just there are documents
without the queries, but every time a query is processed by the system, it is
aggregated with its documents to the system. When a new query is submitted,
first, it is checked and compared with the past queries in the system. When no
similar query is found a traditional retrieval can be performed. When similar
past queries are found, relevant documents of past queries can be used to build
the result for the new query as well as combined with documents retrieved using
traditional retrieval. Different strategies combining results from past queries and
a traditional result. As first tested approach, we built the result for a new query
by adding first the relevant documents from the most similar past query and
then documents from a traditional retrieval.
5 Experiments
5.1 Experimental Environment
For this series of experiments, we used the English alphabet in order to build
a set of terms. In a general way, the length of a term |t| was between 3 and 7.
This length was selected under uniform distribution. The number of terms |T |
was 700 for each experiment. We generated documents comprising between 300
to 900 words from a vocabulary composed of between 15 to 30 words for each
document [9,15,14]. We defined 7 topics, each topic comprising 100 terms. When
a document is built, terms of the other topics are chosen using either exponen-
tial distribution or Zipf distribution. Therefore, the most words to compose a
document are chosen specific topic. For each experiment we generated five sets
of documents comprising 700, 1400, 2100, 2800, and 3500 documents.
On the other hand, we defined 30 queries comprising between 3 to 8 terms for
each experiment. The terms of a query were chosen from a particular document.
Both terms and documents were chosen using uniform distribution to build the
15 past queries. It is important to mention that intersection among pairs of
queries is empty.
In order to simulate judgments of users on documents retrieved given a query
q, we implemented the zeta distribution with the purpose to represent the Brad-
ford’s law. We applied zeta distribution on the top 30 retrieved documents for
each query. Each experiment gathers three different scenarios of zeta distribution
for determining relevant documents by varying the parameter s with the values
2, 3, and 4.
5.2 Experimental Results
In this section, three experiments are detailed. We used exponential distribution
to build the collection of documents D in the two first experiments and we used
Zipf distribution [23] in the third experiment. We computed P@10 (precision at
ten retrieved documents) on the results returned by our approach using past
results and the traditional cosine retrieval, for each of the thirty queries. Then,
we applied the Student’s paired sample t-test to test if the difference between
the two compared approaches with regards to P@10 was statistically significant.
Experiment 1. Exponential distribution with parameter equal to 1.5 was used
to build the dataset D. When using zeta distribution with parameter s = 2
for relevance, our approach improved P@10 for 26 over 30 queries on average
over the five sets of documents generated (i.e. comprising 700, 1400, 2100, 2800,
and 3500 documents). The average P@10 improvement was +35.00% over all
queries. Statistical significance was reached in all cases, the highest p-value for
the Student’s t-test being 0.00128 for the set of 700 documents. When using
zeta distribution with parameter s = 3, our approach improved P@10 for 24.4
over 30 queries on average over the five sets of documents. The average P@10
improvement was +33.99%. Statistical significance was reached in all cases, the
highest p-value for the Student’s t-test being 0.00056 for 3500 documents. When
using zeta distribution with parameter s = 4, our approach improved P@10 for
21.4 over 30 queries on average over the five sets of documents. The average P@10
improvement was +38.48%. Statistical significance was reached in all cases, the
highest p-value for the Student’s t-test being 0.00732 for 1400 documents.
Experiment 2. Exponential distribution with parameter equal to 1.0 was used
to build the dataset D. When using zeta distribution with parameter s = 2
for relevance, our approach improved P@10 for 26.2 over 30 queries on average
over the five sets of documents. The average P@10 improvement was +31.12%.
Statistical significance was reached in all cases, the highest p-value for the Stu-
dent’s t-test being 0.00002 for 1400 documents. When using zeta distribution
with s = 3, our approach improved P@10 for 21.6 over 30 queries on aver-
age. The average P@10 improvement was +26.10%. Statistical significance was
reached in all cases, the highest p-value for the Student’s t-test being 0.01306
for 3500 documents. When using zeta distribution with parameter s = 4, our
approach improved P@10 for 21.6 over 30 queries on average. The average P@10
improvement was +33.76%. Statistical significance was reached in all cases, the
highest p-value for the Student’s t-test being 0.00122 for 2800 documents.
Experiment 3. Zipf distribution with parameter equal to 1.6 was used to build
the dataset D. When using zeta distribution with parameter s = 2 for relevance,
our approach improved P@10 for 24.8 over 30 queries on average over the five
sets of documents. The average P@10 improvement was +25.50%. Statistical
significance was reached in all cases, the highest p-value for the Student’s t-test
being 0.00005 for 700 documents. When using zeta distribution with parameter
s = 3, our approach improved P@10 for 22.6 over 30 queries on average. The
average P@10 improvement was +22.77%. Statistical significance was reached
in all cases, the highest p-value for the Student’s t-test being 0.00034 for 1400
documents. When using zeta distribution with parameter s = 4, our approach
improved P@10 for 24.8 over 30 queries on average. The average P@10 improve-
ment was +27.92%. Statistical significance was reached in all cases, the highest
p-value for the Student’s t-test being 0.00031 for 2100 documents.
5.3 Discussion
Due to space limitations, some experiment details were not presented, however
additional observations are reported in this section. Using different parameters in
zeta distribution (s = 2, 3 and 4) for relevance judgments allowed us to analyze
how function influences on the average P@10. According to the evaluations we
observed that average P@10 decreases for both compared approaches when the
parameter s is increases in zeta distribution. In addition, we observed that there
is not a radical tendency in the differences of average P@10 between the approach
using past queries and the traditional retrieval approach when the number of
documents increases.
Summarizing the results reported in this paper, each experiment and each
scenario showed that the approach based on past queries always overcomes the
traditional approach (> +22.50%). Statistical significance was always reached
since the highest p-value for the Student’s t-test was 0.01306.
In addition one should notice that we applied the Zipf distribution with value
1.6 only to simulate distribution frequencies of terms from topics for document
creation. It would be interesting to test other Zipf distributions to simulate the
distribution of the frequencies of terms [23]. It is for this reason that we used not
only the Zipf distribution but also exponential distribution to build collections
of documents.
Eventually, our experiments used simulated datasets which allow us to have
promising preliminary results. However, we should test other datasets using other
distributions such as power law for term selection or using queries generated from
different document collections.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented on the one hand an approach of information
retrieval using past queries. This approach is based on the reuse, for a new sub-
mitted query, of relevant documents retrieved for the most similar past query.
On the other hand, due to the lack of available existing IR collections suitable
for evaluating this kind of approach, we proposed an approach to creating sim-
ulated IR collections. We simulated several scenarios under different probability
distributions to build the collection of documents and determine the relevant
documents given a query. We experimented our approach of retrieval based on
past queries on different simulated IR collections using the aforementioned ap-
proach. We evaluated the effectiveness of our approach and compared it with
a traditional retrieval approach. Experiments showed encouraging results when
evaluating the results for the top ten retrieved documents (P@10).
Future work will be devoted first to define more real evaluation datasets suit-
able for IR approaches based on past queries, adapting TREC collections for
instance. We will also develop other approaches to construct the retrieved doc-
uments for a new query from various results of past queries, based on clustering
methods [22] and based on diversification methods [7].
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